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Teenage pregnancy and parenting, a highly complicated and 
value-laden topic, is explored in this issue of the Minnesota 
Youth Poll. In the past decade, a great deal of public attention 
has been focused on adolescent sexuality, and more specifi
cally, on the problem of unplanned pregnancies and teenage 
parenthood. Hundreds of studies have produced a wide range of 
facts and statistics. Some of the key findings are: 

-4 of every 10 girls in the U.S. aged 14 will become 
pregnant at least once during their teenage years, 2 of 10 will 
give birth and more than I in 7 will have an abortion (Alan 
Guttmacher Institute, 1981) 

-Of the 29 million Americans aged 13-19, 12 million (7 
million boys and 5 million girls) have had sexual intercourse, an 
increase of 66% during the 1970's (Alan Guttmacher Institute, 
1981) 

-In Minnesota, the teenage pregnancy rates have increased 
most dramatically for 15-17 year olds, with a 94% increase 
from 1970 to 1979 (Minnesota Health Department, 1982) 

-The level and consistency of contraceptive use increased 
impressively during the 1970's with 7 in 10 teenagers in 1979 
saying they took precautions at the last instance of intercourse 
compared to 5 in 10 in 1971 (Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1981) 

-90-95% of teenagers who give birth keep their babies, in 
contrast to 15 years ago when almost the same percentage 
placed their child for adoption (Chilman, 1980) 

-Teenage women tend to have greater health risks during 
pregnancy than those in their 20's (Minnesota Department of 
Health, 1981) 

-8 out of 10 young women who become pregnant at age 17 
or younger never complete high school (Minnesota Department 
of Health, 1982) 

--60% of teen mothers who bore children between the ages 
of 15-17 are receiving AFDC two to five years after the birth of 
their children (Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1981) 

The purpose of this current study was to consciously try to 
understand teenage pregnancy and parenthood from the point of 
view of the adolescent, and not just those who are pregnant or 
are parents already. Our general method for doing this was to 
ask young people in Minnesota to comment on the "facts" 
presented above and to offer their explanations and speculations 
about how they came to be. Specifically, the following issues 
were explored: the value of sex education, the adequacy of 
knowledge about contraception, attitudes about parental notifi-



cation regarding birth control and abortion, decision-making 
regarding unplanned pregnancies, attitudes toward adoption, 
the increasing phenomenon of teenage parenthood, and out
comes for the children of teenagers. Appendix A contains the 
specific questions used. 

Viewing adolescent pregnancy and parenthood from the 
teenagers' perspective has several advantages. Despite the 
significant attention given to this issue in terms of research, 
policy development, programs, and legislation, teenage preg
nancy continues to poignantly touch every community and 
every social and economic class. It is difficult to imagine how 
successful prevention programs and policies can be developed 
without the input of young people themselves. It is our hope that 
this Youth Poll can provide a small step towards bringing young 
people into the policy discussions about adolescent sexuality 
and pregnancy. 

Secondly, other Youth Polls have shown that teenagers have 
rich insights about issues which touch them directly. In some 
ways, adolescents are the real experts on issues of adolescent 
sexuality, in that their life experiences have been vastly differ
ent than that of adults. Few parents and professionals faced the 

. kinds of conflicting and confusing messages that teenagers 
currently receive about sex, about being sexually active or about 
being a teenage parent. It seems that there is more than one 
generation's difference between the generations here! We 
would anticipate that the "expertise" of the teenage respon
dents may lead to new insights about these issues and help to 
reduce the gulf between adults and youth. 

METHOD 

Approximately 650 Minnesota high school students in 128 
discussion groups from inner city, urban, suburban, and rural 
schools participated in this Youth Poll. They represented 13 
public high schools, as well as 4-H Junior Leaders attending 
Junior Leadership Convention and clients at the West Suburban 
Teen Clinic in Hopkins. Representing urban areas were students 
from West High School, Southwest Senior High School, and 
Work Opportunity Center in the Minneapolis School System, 
Central High School in St. Paul, and John Marshall High School 
in Rochester. Suburban schools involved were Osseo High 
School, St. Louis Park High School, Coon Rapids Senior High 
School, and Lindberg High School in Hopkins. Braham
Westview High School, Lincoln High School in Thief River 
Falls, Hutchinson High School, and Worthington Senior High 
School were the rural schools which participated in this poll. 

Twice as many young women (435) as young men (215) 
responded to the questionnaire, an unprecedented occurrence 
based on previous Youth Poll distributions. Obviously, the 
topic has a more immediate and tangible impact on young 
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women who might find themselves in one of the hypothetical 
situations. Recognizing this, some teachers chose to administer 
the discussion questions in classes with higher proportions of 
female students. In,a few other cases, a social studies or English 
teacher passed the questionnaires on to another teacher whose 
curriculum was more closely related to the topic, for example a 
Family Life course, which tends to enroll more young women. 
Finally, a group of 14-17 year old 4-H'ers attending a state-wide 
conference were invited to be involved in this Youth Poll. Those 
who participated did so voluntarily, and many more young 
women than young men chose to do so. These factors thus 
account for the high proportion of young women who partici
pated in this Youth Poll. 

In the Minnesota Youth Poll, the opinions and ideas of the 
students are obtained in the following way. In each school 
location, the questionnaire is administered in a required subject 
matter course-English or social studies. This allows us to tap 
the opinions of students representing a wide range of abilities 
and interests in each school. The students are asked to sit in 
small, self-selected groups of four to seven people. One 
member of the group acts as both the discussion leader and 
recorder. He or she reads the questions, which areconstructed 
so that they will elicit discussion, explanation, and elaboration, 
and then writes down as much of the discussion that ensues as 
possible. 

The group questionnaires are analyzed using qualitative 
methods. This entails separating the questionnaires by the 
respondents' area of residence (i.e., urban, rural, suburban). 
Answers to each question are then analyzed for recurring themes 
and variations. This poll, in contrast to more traditional opinion 
polls, focuses on the meanings and assumptions young people 
use to understand their world. Occasionally., students are asked 
to poll members of their group on a specific issue and then 
report the number of students who agree or disagree with a 
proposition. 

The Minnesota Youth Poll method was designed to capture 
and preserve the richness and complexity of the adolescent 
experience. Therefore, readers will seldom find tables of 
numbers and percentages of "yes" and "no" responses as they 
would in polls using standard empirical survey research tech
niques. More typically, the information is treated as themes or 
pictures in an attempt to retain both the "music and lyrics" of 
what the young people have said. 1 

1Details on the philosophy and methodology of the Minnesota Youth Poll are 
available in The Center Quarterly Focus. "The Minnesota Youth Poll" by 
Diane Hedin and Howard Wolfe, Spring 1979. Copies may be obtained by 
contacting the Center for Youth Development and Research, 386 McNeal Hall, 
1985 Buford Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55108, (612/376-7624). 
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' 'They have to teach us more. They 
don't teach kids anything about contra
ceptives. You have to go out looking in 
magazines. I think sex ed courses make 
people realize what they're getting 
into.'' 

During the 1970's, the pregnancy rate for Minnesota tee nag
ers increased 37%, from 43.7 pregnancies for every 1,000 
teenagers between the ages of 15-19 in 1970 to 59.7% in 1978. 
But upon closer inspection, we find that the increase was mostly 
among the 15-17 year olds, and that the pregnancy rate among 
those 18-19 slowed down during 1975-79. (Minnesota Depart
ment of Health, 1982). This rising rate of pregnancy among 
Minnesota teenagers is repeated around the country. Yet, at the 
same time, the availability of sex education and family planning 
services to teenagers has also increased. For example, since the 
early 1970's adolescents have had the right to confidential 
health care, guaranteeing that they could seek birth control and 
family planning services without parental knowledge. In this 
survey, nearly 95% of the respondents reported have had sex 
education courses in school, though we do not have information 
about what they gained from these courses in terms of knowl
edge or problem-solving strategies. Given these factors, along 
with other changes in the direction of making it easier for 
teenagers to obtain information and services to prevent preg
nancy, it is puzzling that the teenage pregnancy rate has not 
decreased substantially. We wondered how teenagers them
selves make sense out of the complex puzzle of adolescent 
pregnancy and asked the respondents a series of questions to 
learn what they thought were its key determinants. We offered a 
wide range of factors that have been suggested as causes or 
explanations, including too little or too much information about 
sex, the benefits from the AFDC program, access to contracep
tion, etc., for them to comment on. 

SEX EDUCATION 

Respondents were first asked whether they thought that sex 
education in school might be a contributing factor to teen 
pregnancy. This argument, preferred by political and religious 
conservatives, holds that sex education encourages premature 
and promiscuous sexual experimentation, which leads to un
wanted pregnancy. To learn how teens view this charge, we 
asked the following question: "Some people think that sex 
education classes in school are a cause of the rising rates of 
teenage pregnancies? What do you think about this and why?'' 

A Deterrent to Pregnancy 
The overwhelming majority, 95%, said that sex education 

did not lead to teenage pregnancy. In fact, they asserted that it 



had precisely the opposite effect-it informed them about the 
risks of being sexually active and probably prevented unwanted 
pregnancies: 

''It doesn't have anything to do with the rising rate. Sexed is 
good. It helps you make better choices." 
"We disagree. It will lead to a decrease in the pregnancy 
rate. Maybe taking more precautions and put off sexual 
experiences until later, when they'll be old enough to accept 
the responsibility.'' 
"No! The exact opposite is true. Information will help 
teenagers make responsible choices. Opinions that sex 
education causes pregnancy is placing blame because par
ents are afraid to talk to kids. More sex education is 
needed." 
"Being uneducated is what creates rising births." 
''It helps you realize what's going on and about birth control 
and about all the diseases and complications that could 
happen.'' 
While sex education was viewed as a helpful, preventative 

strategy, some argued that they needed even more sex educa
tion, at earlier ages and in more depth. In contrast to what the 
critics of sex education say, these teenagers want-the school to 
emphasize the value and moral dimensions of sexuality: 

''We disagree and feel there could be more sex education in 
school. If kids don't learn it in school, we feel the kids who 
tend to be sexually active would experiment and find out 
things and many would find out things on the streets. Since 
we all know these 'facts' aren't true, we are for more 
education in the schools.'' 
"It's exactly the opposite. They have to teach us more. They 
don't teach kids anything about contraceptives. You have to 
go out looking in magazines. I think sexed courses make 
people realize what they're getting into." 
''They don't teach enough. Teach you that your boobs grow 
when you're 13 when they're already grown. Teach names 
of parts, not emotions and feelings. Don't teach enough 
birth control." 

Another explanation for why sex education cannot be 
blamed for teenage pregnancy was that some youth already 
know a great deal about sex before coming into the class, and 
furthermore, they state that the material is not presented in a 
"how-to" approach: 

''They educate you in sex, not encour-
. ' ' age you zn sex. 

"Most already know about it. It's just a class for credit." 
"It has absolutely nothing to do with it. Most of the books 
stress sex between husbands and wives. It provides 'body 
awareness' rather than a 'how to' guide for sex." 
''The kids know about sex, the classes won't introduce them 
to it." 
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"The classes are needed to teach the whole situation; they 
don't just discuss the. physical part of it." 
"They educate you in sex, not encourage you in sex." 
''I guess the people who think that have never attended a sex 
ed class, or at least the one in our school. It's not very 
stimulating! Our teacher is so embarrassed, nobody could 
get excited from that class." 
Further evidence that sex education is considered by 

respondents to be a major deterrent to unwanted pregnancy 
comes from their answers to another question. We asked them 
what they thought can be done to prevent teenage pregnancies 
and the second most frequent response (after more accessible 
birth control) was more sex education. Specifically, they said 
that more information about contraception, about relationships 
and love, about the morality and value considerations of 
being sexual, and providing this information at younger ages 
would have the effect of decreasing the number of unwanted 
pregnancies: 

''It would help if they would teach more about birth control 
in sex education class. NEED MORE SEX EDUCATION 
IN SCHOOLS." 
"More sex ed classes, emphasizing decision making and 
places to go for help. Education on what love really is and 
what it means to date someone and not be intimate and 
express love in other ways than physically.'' 
''They should teach you in school about natural family 
planning too." 

''There should be more information on all the problems and 
things that go along with pregnancy.'' 

"More sexed classes, emphasizing de
cision making and places to go for help. 
Education on what love really is and 
what it means to date someone and not 
be intimate and express love in other 
ways than physically.'' 

A Contributor to Pregnancy 
Only 5% of the respondents agreed with the proposition that 

sex education leads to teen pregnancy. Those who held this view 
said that some young people might be encouraged to experiment 
once they have learned about sexual behavior. The other reason 
was that the information was taught at too young an age, before 
they could effectively understand and cope with this knowl
edge. But even these respondents tended to qualify their 
response and suggest that the school was not the sole cause of 
the problem: 

"It is taught at a young age and kids wonder and experi
ment. A lot of young kids do get in trouble. Movies have the 
bad effect on kids too. Schools aren't really causing it 
because kids pick up things outside of school too. Cable TV 
and bad movies that are accessible to young kids." 



"Yes, because people don't even know about sex and 
go ahead and do it.'' 

NOT KNOWING VS. NOT APPlYING INfORMATION 
ABOUT BiRTH CONTROl 

The overwhelming support young people give to sex educa
tion in the schools as a preventative measure leads to another 
perplexing question regarding the cause of unwanted pregnan
cies. To what extent can they really be attributed to ignorance or 
to the inability to use information on contraception? 

On the one hand, those who advocate more sex education in 
schools suggest that a lack of information and knowledge about 
birth control and human sexuality remains at the heart of the 
problem. In contrast, others argue that young people do have the 
requisite information to prevent unwanted pregnancy, but seem 
either unable or unwilling to apply this information in their 
everyday lives. One aspect of this issue has been investigated in 
a national study in which it was found that less than half of those 
who had reported having a course in sex education were able to 
correctly identify the time of greatest pregnancy risk during the 
menstrual cycle (Zelnik and Kanter, 1980). But that is merely 
one specific fact that might be gained in a sex education course. 
We were interested in learning more generally whether teenag
ers thought that people their age had sufficient or inadequate 
knowledge about preventing pregnancies, and asked the follow
ing question: 
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Many people think that teenagers get pregnant because they 
don't know about birth controL Others say they do have 
enough information but don't use this knowledge. What do 
you think has caused the rate of pregnancy? 
Nearly 90% of the respondents stated that teenagers did 

have adequate information about contraception but that a variety 
of other factors from lack of access to contraceptive devices to 
changing societal values and embarrassment about discussing 
birth control were more influential in accounting for unwanted 
teen pregnancy. Even among the 10% who claimed that 
ignorance was a key factor, the point was made that lack of 
knowledge was more characteristic of younger adolescents, 
specifically those younger than the respondents. 

The most frequent explanation given for not using birth 
control, even when were informed about the dangers of 
unprotected sexual activity, was embarrassment-about dis
cussing it with their partner, about buying birth control devices 
in a drug store, or about going to a physician to obtain 
prescription contraceptives. While each of these three explana
tions could be categorized in a different way, for example, such 
as lack of access to contraceptives or poor communications 

the underlying theme was shame, guilt, and discomfort 
with openly admitting that one was sexually active. ln other 
words, the problem was not conceptualized the teenage 
respondents as "limited access to contraceptives" but as 
''embarrassment about asking for a box of contraceptives.'' We 
think the distinction is a very important one. 



''A 15 year old won't walk into a drug 
store and ask for a box of contraceptives 
because it's too embarrassing and they 
think they will be laughed at.'' 

Also, it may surprise some to see that adolescents would 
rank "embarrassment" about sex and birth control as the most 
important factor in that there appears to be a good deal of 
openness about the issue in both the adolescent culture and 
wider society. In fact, approximately 15% of the respondents 
argued that the major cause of teenage pregnancy was society's 
general acceptance of adolescent sexuality. To these young 
people, teenagers' level of information about birth control was 
not as important to understanding teenage pregnancy as was the 
heightened tolerance found in the larger community. 

From the comments of these young people, the new open
ness may be at a rather superficial level. Here is how they 
described their embarrassment, uncomfortableness, and their 
fear of being found out: 

"!think they know a lot but don't use it, maybe because they 
are afraid and embarrassed. You don't want to admit it, 
having friends see you at the drugstore or anything." 
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"We feel they know about it, but it isn't used. They may be 
embarrassed to get it, may not want to be 'prepared' to invite 
sex, maybe embarrassed to bring it up in front of a partner.'' 
"The information is there but nobody dares to ask publicly 
for birth control methods because it brings them into the 
open." 
"A 15 year old won't walk into a drug store and ask fora box 
of contraceptives because it's too embarrassing and they 
think they will be laughed at. ' ' 
"We know about it but we're afraid to go and get birth 
control methods. Scared to go to the obstetrician because of 
your mother finding out.'' 
The third most frequent response was that pregnancies occur 

more through carelessness than ignorance. Respondents sug
gested that much adolescent sexual activity is unplanned and 
spontaneous, and thus incompatible with the use of birth 
control. 

''Most teenagers know about birth control but when engag
ing in sex they go one step too far without thinking about 
it." 
"They don't use their knowledge, they just want to fulfill 
the urge. They're not going to run to the drugstore to get 
some birth control when they have to have sex. It's just 
carelessness. " 
"We think it's just carelessness because there aren't many 
girls or guys nowadays that don't know about some sort of 
birth control." 



''They know about it but don't want to take the time or effort 
to be careful. " 
"They definitely know about it. It's because they're irre
sponsible and afraid to bring up the subject.'' 
''The teenagers know about it but they are negligent. 
Society has more or less accepted teenage sex." 

''They don't use their knowledge, they 
just want to fulfill the urge. They're not 
going to run to the drugstore to get some 
birth control when they have to have 
sex. It's just carelessness." 

About 10% of the respondents said that some young people 
know about birth control but don't use this information because 
they hold an "it won't happen to me" attitude. This notion has 
often been discussed in the literature about adolescence as the 
phenomenon of adolescent egocentrism. At this stage of devel
opment, young people are cognitively self-centered and tend not 
to realize that they are similar to other people. They believe that 
what happens to other 16-year olds cannot possibly happen to 
them because they are different, unique, unlike anyone else who 
has ever lived. The consequence of this is to give an adolescent 
the sense of being invulnerable to the problems that beset others 
their age. While this theory is widespread as an interpretation of 
why teenage women tend not to use birth control even if they 
have information about it, it appeared far less frequently than 
the other explanations: 

''They think it just can't happen on the first time and since it 
doesn't happen the first time, it won't happen at all. The 
knowledge is there but going to get it and believing it can 
happen is another very big step." 
"I know some girls who really believe the idea that it won't 
happen to me." 
At first glance, it might appear that our respondents contra

dicted themselves in their responses to the question on sex 
education in the schools and those in response to what teenagers 
know about birth control. If sex education is as important in the 
prevention of pregnancy as our respondents suggest, how can it 
be that so few are willing or able to use this information? It 
appears that sex education, from their perspective, is a neces
sary but not a sufficient condition for preventing teenage 
pregnancies. Inaccessibility, embarrassment and a host of other 
barriers seem to deter young people from applying their 
knowledge. It also suggests that the education which they 
receive, focused on facts, may not be satisfactory-that educa
tion which emphasizes values, decision-making, and problem
solving strategies might be more helpful. 

Approximately 10% argued that adolescents do not really 
understand how to prevent pregnancy and that the cause of the 
rising pregnancy rate is a lack of knowledge. Younger adoles
cents were often singled out as being particularly ill-educated. 
The theme here was that young people may have been exposed 
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to some information about pregnancy prevention but it has not 
been integrated into their everyday lives for a number of 
reasons. For example, it was suggested that a teenager may have 
heard a lecture or read a book, but not taken it seriously. In other 
cases, the problem was that they didn't really understand how to 
use birth control. In a few cases, the respondents thought that 
some young people simply had not been given information at 
all: 

''I think a lot of people don't know, they don't know how to 
use it. I've heard of people thinking grape jelly is a 
contraceptive. That must be why they bring the sample to 
classes!" 
"Young kids don't know enough about it to take it seri
ously. They don't know all the facts and details behind birth 
control.'' 
"There's no way to really find out about birth control. It's 
too hidden." 
"I think the way that everything is aimed toward sex 
(i.e. advertising, television) people are becoming more 
active at an earlier age. We think sexed should be taught in 
school in earlier grades so that people will learn about 
contraceptives." 

''I think a lot of people don't know, they 
don't know how to use it. I've heard of 
people thinking grape jelly is a contra
ceptive. That must be why they bring the 
sample to classes!'' 

AFDC BENEFITS AND TEEN PREGNANCY 

Some people have claimed that the availability of AFDC 
(Assistance for Families with Dependent Children) benefits to 
low-income women may inadvertently serve as an incentive for 
teenagers to become pregnant since they realize that they will be 
able to depend upon the government to meet their's and their 
child's basic financial needs. We asked our respondents to 
comment on this claim through the following question: "Some 
people think that the welfare program (AFDC) encourages 
young single women to have babies since they can get money to 
support their child. Do you agree or disagree with this idea and 
why?'' 

Respondents were slightly more likely to say that AFDC 
does not provide an incentive for teenagers to get pregnant. A 
majority of rural and urban youth took this position, but a 
majority of suburban respondents thought that welfare benefits 
did encourage such pregnancies. The explanations about why 
AFDC does not serve as an incentive were of two major types: 1) 
those which assumed that the pregnancy was totally unplanned 
so the considerations of financial gain would not be involved 
and 2) those which assumed the possibility of a decision-making 
process, but rejected AFDC as a motivating factor because of 
the minimal size of the welfare grants. The most frequent 
explanation was that there wasn't enough money in welfare to 
make it worthwhile to get pregnant: 



'·~vomen are to 
the turmoil and pain 
while not married just 
amount of you 

having a child 
that 

''We with this . .Just because women can money 
to support their kid doesn't mean that would be the only 
reasons to have their kick Besides it costs a lot to raise a 
child, a lot rnore than you get from welfare.'' 
"We don't think that the would enough 
money to the mother to sway her decision to have a or 
not." 
"VVe 
to 
a 

go through 
money when more money could be attained by 

"Vve since the money received is to 
the time and energy that is required to raise a child. We don't 
feel would have the rest of their lives affected like this 

for a few rnore bucks." 
"VI/omen are not to go all the turmoil and pain 
of a child not married just to get that litde 
amount of money you 

Others 
pregnancies in a way. 

are accidental and thai would be 
that these young \VOn1en would calculate the finar.:ciai 
and minuses of welfare 

"I am sure that most normal don't go out and get 
pregnant just to vvelfare. Accidents do happen." 
"Mostly it's girls want to make it on their 
own, be 
"I think it's a spur of the moment 
encourage pregnancy but it could 

back to work.'' 
Vvhile the majority of res:ponc!en1ts n•1P.r-t,e>rl 

AFDC ~uvv.~a•l".~·u "'~"uE,•~• 

respondents was that getting ).H'~··"'"""'" 

from 

in which a young woman carefully vvl..l><J.mcu 

including the of AFDC Some 

"They 
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pregnant 
the kind of 

also charged that teenagers who became 
to be irresponsible and lazy, and that they were 

who would take of a government 
could avoid working: 

"We agree, ifs too easy for them. could get a job, but 
they sit around off the welfare checks. don't 
even to get a Easy way out.'' 
"Definitely, it encourages them. If the is trouble 
•Nith parents, she just and she money. 

get so much money it makes me sick. Then the people 
·who need it don't it. I think that anyone under 18 
shouldn't get money for being an unwed mother." 

"Agree, because most on AFDC have one kid and 
then •Nhen it grows up has to go to she gets 
pregnant again so she won't have to work." 

some women will do anything to some 
bucks." 

because it makes it a lot easier to have it if you can 
money to support it, without working." 

lS 

they knovv 
really 

sorne responsibility 
pregnancy because 

can get help somewhere, 
those who need 

re1;pcmd.ents who AFDC did encourage 
teen such views of the young 
mother. Some suggested AFDC was a very construc
tive program, which many people. They argued that 
even it lead some young women to rather 
than have an abortion or their child for it 

function: 
"Makes a dream that wasn't without 
money. The mother would be more prone to put the up 
for adoption if there was no welfare money.'' 
"In some cases this encourages the women to have a child 
instead of an but I think that it doesn't give them 
any incentive. It is needed and poor women raise their 
children.'' 
"It makes a child not such threatening thing 
because they know they would have minimum means of 
support'' 
"H' s but shouldn't cancel the prograrn 
because a lot of people do need it. They should just 

before they them that program." 
''It does take some responsibility away, there is less fear of 
pregnancy because they know they can get help somewhere. 
But it is those who need it." 
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t' paren s 

damaging 
had to 

permission, they 
probably won't use 
a " Result-more 
nancy.'' 

birth control at 
unwanted reg~ 

NOT!IF!CATION .P.BOUT IEl~RTH CONTROL 

The so-called' 'rule, which that parents be 
informed the doctor or clinic that their teenage daughter has 
received birth control, has been the focus of a great deal of 
debate recently 0 This regulation takes the form of a 
federal administrative rule which requires service 
who receive federal dollars for planning to inform the 
'"'"'"a";~ girl's parentso The rule is currently being studied by the 
courts, and in several states it has been declared unconstitu-
tionaL the issue is one that still generates a great 
deal of on both sideso 

OptJosiHon to the "Squea~" Ru!e 
Where do young themselves stand on this question? 

More than 75% of the respondents thought that the ' ' 
rule was a bad ideao The most frequent reason 
opposing it was that it just would not worlc According to 
respo11de:nts it would not reduce the incidence of either adoles-

or pregnancy 0 ln they argued, it would have 
the opposite effect-the pregnancy and abortion rate 

would rise: 
"This law should not be Ifs people own choiceo If 

are going to fool around should have birth control 
because they are going to do it whether have boco or 
not'' 

''It sucks! If this happens, abortion rate along with pregnant 
rate skyrockets!'' 

''There will be more teenage pregnancy due to the fact that 
will not want to tell their parents or stop having 

sexo" 

"Terribleo Leads to more pregnancies because teens think 
this is a subject and would take their 
chances rather than tell 

"This law would be more damaging than it would be goodo 
If had to have their permission, 

won't use any bi1ih control at aiL Result-more 
unwanted pregnancy 0 ' ' 

''It's not His gonna stop them from using birth 
control and not stop them from doing iL '' 

won't vvant their kids to have birth control 
will be more and there will be 

over IJVlU'L'"'"'v" and then the world will be too crowdedo" 



The other major objection voiced by students was that the 
rule violated the rights of young people. These respondents 
argued that teenagers have the right to privacy, particularly 
regarding sexuality. They vehemently stated that young people 
were not under any obligation to share all aspects of their lives 
with their parents: 

"Invasion of a girl's rights and privacy." 
"I don't like it. It's not any of the parents' business. Doctors 
don't tell kids about what the parents are taking so it's not 
their right to invade a girl's privacy." 
"I don't think the parents should be notified, I don't think 
it's the parents' business. If she wants to have sex and take 
the risk, that has nothing to do with them, her business. I 
doubt that any parents like to have their children having sex, 
even if they're married. They are so nosey and protective. 
They don't think we can live without them." 
"We think that a young girl should have the right to be on 
the pill without her parent knowing. Parents just don't 
understand." 
"Unfair. to teen, invasion of privacy, she's being responsi
ble, teen will choose to discuss with parents." 

''It's not any of the parents' business. 
Doctors don't tell kids about what the 
parents are taking so it's not their right 
to invade a girl's privacy.'' 

While the overwhelming majority ofthose who opposed the 
rule did so for the reasons that it would neither reduce teenage 
pregnancy nor restrict adolescent sexual behavior and that it was 
an invasion of privacy, there were several other objections. 
Some suggested that such a rule would only create more family 
tension and conflict because parents would not be able to cope 
with such information: 

"I think it would just create more tension in the home." 
''It would just be unbearable. Your parents would go crazy 
and drive their kids nuts too. Most parents just don't want to 
know that their kids are having sex." 

A few groups said that the rule was discriminatory, in that it was 
aimed at teenage girls, not at males: 

"I don't agree with it. Do they have to know if guys do it? 
Like it's all the girl's responsibility, It's an unfair law 
against girls. ' ' 
''It's a discriminatory law. Why shouldn't guys get reported 
on too?'' 
Finally, a few groups expressed indignation about the rule 

on the grounds that adults ought to applaud when teenagers use 
birth control, rather than attempt to sabotage their responsible 
actions: 
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"It's stupid. Protection is better than nothing. They should 
be happy when kids are using it. Why do they have to tell 
everybody?'' 
"Because if they're sexually active it's their choice and at 
least they're concerned about getting pregnant." 
"It's such a personal thing. If they're responsible enough to 
use birth control their parents should just be thankful for 
that.'' 
"Parents should approve of a daughter practicing a method 
of birth control-law doesn't seem to be the best idea.'' 

Approval for the Notification Rule 
Approximately 15% of the youth poll respondents thought 

that the rule was a good idea. Only rural and suburban youth 
took this position, no urban respondents supported it. Two 
major reasons were offered. First, parents had a right and 
responsibility to know about their daughter's sexual behavior. 
Secondly, it was in the best interest of the girl to have her parents 
involved in this decision since their wisdom and support were 
helpful in coping with such a significant aspect of her life: 

''We think it would be good for our parents to know about it. 
If you can't share it with your parents you probably are 
ashamed of using birth control, so you shouldn't do it." 
''Good, parents should be aware of their dependent chil
dren's actions." 
"The parents should be informed if the girl is under age, 
because the parents have to take the responsibility also." 
''Some think parents should know then they can help their 
child and help him make better decisions and have parents 
support.'' 
"We think the parents have the right to know about it, 
however, the choice should be up to the person wanting the 
birth control." 

''Some think parents should know then 
they can help their child and help him 
make better decisions and have parents 
support.'' 

Other Perspectives 
Finally, about 10% of the respondents neither categorically 

supported nor opposed the rule, but offered other perspectives. 
Some suggested that chronological age was not an adequate 
index of maturity and that some girls were responsible at 16, and 
others were not. Others argued that such a rule did not take into 
account the wide variety of family situations, and that it would 
be difficult to predict whether the rule would generally have the 
desired results. A few groups thought that it was a good idea for 



parents to be included in their daughter's decision about using 
birth control, but that this approach was not the correct one. 
These young people said that the federal government was not the 
proper party to encourage a dialogue between parent and child. 

"It's complicated. The parents should have the right to 
know their children are engaging in sex. But the child has 
the right to have sex for it is basic to every human being on 
this earth, I hope." 
"It's debatable. There are a lot of 16, 17, and 18 year olds 
who are responsible for their behavior and a lot who are 
not." 
''The law could be effective if the parents would be 
understanding and cooperative with the teenager in regard to 
having sex. But a lot of parents would not be understanding. 
It could work in some families but not in others." 

THE "SQUEAL" RULE AND FAMILY DISCUSSIONS 

A key rationale offered by those who formulated the rule for 
informing parents about their daughter's request for birth 
control has been that this would lead to more openness and 
discussion about sexuality in the family. They suggest that such 
discussion will lead to better informed decisions regarding 
adolescent sexual behavior. How do teenagers view this issue? 

''Will create arguments, family will feel 
hurt, responsible teens seeking birth 
control will be punished by their par
ents.'' 

Do they believe that communication between parent and teen
age child can be enhanced by such a procedure? The majority, 
60% of the respondents, did not think so. They argued that it 
would have precisely the opposite effect-tensions and conflict 
in the family would be increased and teenagers would become 
more secretive: 

"Will create arguments, family will feel hurt, responsible 
teens seeking birth control will be punished by their 
parents." 
"No, because most kids are already afraid to talk to their 
parents about birth control. This would eliminate discussion 
because of embarrassment. We say let them use their own 
judgment and if they want counseling let them seek it for 
themselves." 
''It would just get the parents and kids into an argument and 
the kid won't be much better off." 
''In most families there would be more fighting and pressure 
although it may depend on how close you and your family 
are.'' 
"It will promote even more secrecy about sexual activity." 
"If kids can't talk to their parents now, it will just get worse. 
Society has it so parents and teenagers can't discuss sexual 
issues." 
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The other major reason that students thought this rule would 
not lead to more and better family discussions had to do with the 
difficulty of changing established communication patterns in 
families. Some argued that the discussion of a single issue, birth 
control, could not significantly alter patterns developed in 
families over several decades. Moreover this particular issue 
was the one most unlikely to promote open communication in a 
family. 

"Sex is taboo, something you never 
speak about at home. Do you have 
family discussion at your table at night? 
I usually don't talk about how many sex 
partners I have." 

"It would make things worse. Sex is taboo, something you 
never speak about at home. Do you have family discussion 
at your table at night? I usually don't talk about how many 
sex partners I have." 
"If they haven't already communicated with parents they 
probably never will regardless of laws." 
"In some families it might, but not in most because a lot of 
parents don't have good communication with their kids as it 
is.'' 
"One issue between the child and parents won't lead to 
better family discussions." 
"Families aren't really open to discussion about sex because 
they feel threatened." 
''A law has nothing to do with family discussion. Either you 
talk about certain things or you don't." 
Approximately 20% of the students did not think that this 

rule could lead to more family discussion of birth control, 
pregnancy, and adolescent sexuality. Two major reasons were 
offered. First, the very act of informing parents would inevita
bly lead to the issues being talked about, sometimes by choice 
but sometimes by default. Secondly, some thought that teenag
ers would benefit because their parents would feel more free to 
discuss these issues with their child, and the teenagers would be 
able to make more informed decisions about their sexual 
behavior. A few groups suggested that better communication 
between mother and daughter might result, but not between 
father and daughter: 

"The law will definitely lead to better family discussion, 
because it will bring things out into the open. You will have 
more mature opinions." 
''Mother and daughter communication will become better 
but it's harder for girls to talk to their fathers." 
''It will force parents and their kids to talk about it more than 
before." 
''We feel that if parents know about what their child is doing 
they will be more concerned." 



"It's such an important issue-teenagers should discuss 
with parents the responsibilities and risks involved." 
''Once it is out in the open it may lead to better communica
tion." 

''It will force parents and their kids to 
talk about it more than before.'' 

Another 20% were ambivalent about the outcomes of the 
"squeal" rule. Their major point was that it was likely to have 
different consequences in different kinds of families. They 
predicted that in families where communication was already 
fairly open, the results would be positive. However, in those 
families where relationships between parent and child were 
characterized by a lack of trust, then such a rule would have 
little, or worse, a negative effect. They pointed to a dilemma 
common in policy-making, the difficulty of designing legisla
tion that impacts the target group. Similarly, in parenting 
education, a typical lament is that those parents who least 
need information and skills attend classes and those who have a 
disastrous relationship with their children would never 
consider it. 

''If a close family, it may bring them 
closer. But if they aren't close, then it 
could just cause more problems.'' 

"If they have a good relationship between parent and kid 
they will be able to handle it, if they don't, they won't be 
able to. I think it would make things worse because they 
don't want the parents to know." 
"If a close family, it may bring them closer. But if they 
aren't close, then it could just cause more problems." 
"In some cases, yes, but generally the kids that are that 
sexually active don't even care what their parents think 
anyway.'' 
"It may lead to more discussion between those girls who 
really want to prevent pregnancy and are responsible. But to 
those who don't think or care about the consequences, will 
increase the number of pregnancies." 
"Maybe in some cases, but for the most part it wouldn't 
cause better family relations. If the family could discuss the 
situation openly there wouldn't be a need for the law. Either 
the family will be able to openly discuss it anytime or not 
discuss it at all." 
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PARENTAL NOTIFICATION REGARDING ABORTION 

Parental notification regarding abortion is another key issue 
in the confidentiality in health care debate. Since 1981, Minne
sota has had a law that requires parents to be informed if their 
daughter, who is under 18 years of age, wants an abortion. We 
wondered how many teenagers were aware of this law and how 
they interpreted its possible consequences. 

The majority, 73% of respondents, all between the ages of 
14 and 18, reported that they knew about the existence of 
this law. Suburban youth were slightly better informed than 
their urban or rural counterparts; 77% stated they knew about 
it compared to 69% of the rural and 71% of the urban 
respondents. 

Approximately 75% of the Youth Poll participants thought 
that the overall consequences of the law would be negative. 
Rural youth were more likely to think that the law would 
produce useful changes, such as fewer abortions and better 
ad~lescent decision-making about sexuality. In contrast to the 
35% of rural youth who predicted some positive outcomes, only 
15% of the suburban youth could foresee any benefits. 

Negative Consequences 

The most common theme among those who predicted that 
the outcome of this law would be harmful was that it would lead 
to an increase in the number of illegal or self-abortions. 

"More dead mothers from getting abortions in unclean 
places with untrained people.'' 
"It may lead to more illegal abortions, who knows what a 
desperate 15 year old would do?" 
"It would be a good time to invest money in the coat hanger 
business." 
"More girls will either do it themselves or else get quack 
'doctors' to do it. More deaths and permanent damage will 
result." 
Another frequent response was that the number of unwanted 

babies would increase as a result of this legislation. A few 
respondents went even further and predicted that the rate of 
child abuse would increase because there would be more young 
mothers forced to have babies they didn't want: 

"Girls under 18 will have to have their babies even-if they 
don't want them." 
"More teenagers will be afraid to go find out about an 
abortion cause they know their parents will find out, and it 
will just produce more unwanted, uncared for children." 
"More girls will be forced to keep unwanted babies, which 
will result in child abuse." 

''More teenagers will be afraid to go 
find out about an abortion cause they 
know their parents will find out, and it 
will just produce more unwanted, un
cared for children.'' 



Another common response was that the girl would refuse to 
deal with the problem and either run away from home or take the 
most desperate course and commit suicide: 

"Because kids can't tell parents, the law will cause teens to 
run away, suicide, seek illegal abortions. Teens will not stop 
having sex. " 
"If they feel trapped and confused, some will commit 
suicide.'' 

Positive Consequences 
Approximately 25% of the respondents thought that the law 

on parental notification regarding abortion would have the 
planned effects: the overall rate of teenage abortions would 
decrease, decision-making about sex and birth control would 
improve, and parents and teenagers would come to a better 
understanding about these issues. 

''Teenagers that are pregnant will receive better advice.'' 
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"It could cause fewer abortions and put the decisions back 
where it should be-in the family. It also could cause more 
back-alley abortions." 
"Perhaps it would make people more careful, they might 
consider this and have second thoughts." 
''Daughter and parents may become closer through crisis.'' 
"Might cause some to be more careful about sex, but will 
lead to more illegal abortions and family problems." 

"Perhaps it would make people more 
careful, they might consider this and 
have second thoughts.'' 



RESPON
SIBILITY 

AND DECISION
MAKING IN 

UNPLANNED 
PREGNANCIES 
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''Our advice: It's your own responsibil
ity to insure that your partner is respon
sible.'' 

We asked a series of questions to learn how young people 
make decisions regarding unplanned pregnancies, including 
determining the possible alternatives, and the level of input and 
responsibility each partner should take. 

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? 
In the first question we asked: 
''Paula and Rick are 18 and have been going together for a 
year. Paula always told Rick she was using birth control 
pills, however, she recently got pregnant. Rick suspects that 
Paula was lying about being on the pill and was trying to get 
pregnant. What responsibility do you think Rick has for this 
pregnancy and why?'' 
Approximately 75% of the students felt that Paula and Rick 

were equally responsible for the pregnancy. They emphasized 
that a sexual relationship involves two people, that contracep
tive use is not the sole responsibility of the young woman, and 
both should be concerned with the possible outcomes and 
consequences: 

"Full responsibility. Our advice: It's your own responsibil
ity to insure that your partner is responsible." 
"He's responsible-his equipment did the job-if he was 
mature enough to have a sexual relationship then he can be 
responsible for the outcome." 
''If Rick was having sex with Paula he is just as responsible 
as Paula for getting pregnant. If you and your boyfriend or 
girlfriend decide to have a sexual relationship you need to 
trust each other. Apparently Rick and Paula did not have a 
very strong trust relationship so they should not have been 
having sex." 
"Both people should be responsible when it comes to using 
contraceptives. Rick does have a responsibility toward the 
pregnancy to support the baby, he should support Paula 
during the pregnancy. He should also help in deciding what 
should happen to the baby.'' 

Slightly less than one-fifth of the respondents felt that Rick 
had no responsibility for the pregnancy. Some stated that he had 
been tricked, or lied to, which relieves him of any obligation. 
The all male groups, only 10% of the total number of groups, 



were more likely to argue that the male had no resuonsibilit for 
the pregnancy: 2 

"Rick shouldn't have fault she was She 
twisted his arm and she tricked him. Bad girl, 
break up.'' 
"He's not responsible on account of She's proba-
bly a bitch anyway." 

''The of the group say that Rick has no respon-
if Paula was One group member says Rick is 

responsible no matter if she was or not'' 

over one-third of the articulated the 
nature of the that the male partner had in an 
unplanned pregnancy. Emotional to his vias the 
most response, follovved by assistance. A few 
groups that the father ought to marry the young women. 

"We all think that Rick should still marry Paula because he 
did father the child and should have realized that the isn't 

safe and she wasn't lying." 

"He has the responsibility of keeping faith in Paula and 
for its 'vvhile he also 'supports' Paula during 

hard time motherhood." 
A second, somewhat similar dealt with a specific 

situation in which the partners disagreed about how to handle 
an unwanted The question posed was "Sara, a 17-
year-old and a pretty student, is pregnant. She 

2The Youth Poll method allows the ~'"""'fY""'"to form groups of four to seven 
people of their own In there were twice as many 
females as males and only to join an all male group~ 
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vvants to place the but her boyfriend is very 
much to this. Who should decide and ' Again, 
the important to our respondents, \vas that the 
decision be made and be a mutually 

approximately 50% of the students took this 

''They should both decide because it was both their 
and both their child." 

shouid both decide but most of all take 
on what kind of life the child would have. 

money. It would be up to them to make the best 
choice.'' 

Some of those who advocated mutual 
argued that in the event of disagreement, the mother should have 
the final word because she would be for 
caring for the child. 

''YN e that it should be a mutual decision because it is 
both their but on the other hand if the guy told 
the girl that she the and she didn't v1ant to, 
we all felt that she should decide by herself what to do 
or let the guy have the She shouldn't be forced into 
anything she won't or can't handle." 

should try to find a resolution to suit the 
impossible it should be the girl's 

choice because she's the one who would have to contend 
with it for about nine months." 

"It should be talked out and she should have the last choice. 
She should about herself and think abollt 
what's good for the baby. They feel that if he could handle 



''We feel that they should try to find a 
resolution to suit the needs of both, but 
if totally impossible it should be the 
girl's choice because she's the one who 
would have to contend with it for about 
nine months. ' ' 

having the responsibility of keeping the baby he has the right 
to." 
"There shouldn't be a clear-cut answer. They both have a 
voice. Of course she has the final say because it is in her. I 
think the girl should feel she has more to say. 
She is the one who goes through the nine months. I don't 
think the guy has the right to have any say in the decision 
unless he is willing to back it up by supporting the child or 
something." 
Approximately one-fifth of the respondents felt that it was 

the mother's decision, inasmuch as it most directly affects her 
body and her life: 

"The mother has the final decision. She's the one that has to 
live with it, raise it, nurture it, for the rest of her life.'' 
"The girl should decide, it's her future. The boy has nothing 
to do with it, she has to carry it around. Well, the guy has 
something to do with it . . . '' 
''She should decide because she is going to have to raise it. 
It would have to be her responsibility.'' 
Another one-fifth of the respondents felt that if the father 

was willing to care for the child, then he had the right to make 
the final decision. 

"Just because it's his baby she shouldn't be burdened with 
the unwanted child. However, if he is willing to take full 
responsibility for the baby, he should be granted custody.'' 

''If her boyfriend is opposed to it because he wants to raise 
it, then he has as much right to keep it as she has to give it up. 
But if he expects her to take the responsibility then it should 
be entirely her decision." 
Only a handful of the respondents suggested that the couple 

seek advice from others or get professional counseling or 
assistance. 

''They both should talk it over, they should talk it over with 
their parents, see a good family counselor." 
''They would have to work it out with an older person whose 
opinion they value." 
''Discuss together with an uninterested party (mediator) and 
view all the pros and cons of each option.'' 

OPTIONS-VIEWS OF YOUTH AND PARENTS 
What factors do young people take into account in deciding 

on how to deal with pregnancy? To find out we presented our 
respondents with the following situation and asked them to 
describe their decision-making process and to take the perspec
tive of their parents. 

"Janet is a 15 year old, who is two months pregnant and 
can't decide what to do. Some friends think the right thing is 
to have an abortion while others say the right thing is to place 
the baby for adoption. What do you think she ought to do 
and why?'' 
''What do you think your parents would say that Janet 
should do, and why?" 
In general, the young people's responses were similar to 

those they believed their parents would offer (see Table 1). 
Rural youth and their parents had the most similar responses and 
favored adoption and keeping the baby over abortion. Suburban 
youth held views that most diverged from those they imagined 
their parents had. Urban youth felt that their parents would be 
almost twice as likely to favor abortion as they themselves, a 
trend which was reversed in the suburban groups, where twice 
as many young people favored abortion over their parents. 

Table 1 

Adoption 
Abortion 
Keep the Baby 
Other 

RURAL 

Young 
Parents People 

60% 56% 
9% lO% 

22% 20% 
9% 14% 

Adoption 
Abortion 
Keep the Baby 
Undecided/Can't 

Predict 
Other 
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URBAN SUBURBAN 

Young Young 
Parents People Parents People 

46% 56% 40% 44% 
19% 10% 20% 38% 
13% 20% 20% 12% 
22% 14% 20% 6% 

ALL 

Young 
Parents People 

46% 44% 
20% 28% 
13% 15% 
3% 8% 

17% 5% 



The clearest message was that young people had great difficulty 
in dealing with this sensitive issue. Nearly 65% of the groups 
indicated that they could not reach any consensus in their 
groups: 

"Adoption, realize why she's pregnant. She should have 
stopped to think first. There's a really good abortion agency 
downtown. Only $200. Having the kid would be so emo
tional. She should have thought first. Make up her mind 
awfully quick. Could go see a doctor or go to Planned 
Parenthood for unemotional advice.'' 
''Both are emotional things. She should have thought of that 
before. If you play, you pay. She's young, get an abortion. 
Abortion not good for the child. Some people don't agree 
with some of the statements. Either way she damages 
herself. Baby having a baby.'' 
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Some groups declined to offer a conclusion on how a young 
woman should make a decision in this type of situation but 
instead suggested a series of factors that should be considered, 
such as the mother's physical health, her emotional maturity, 
her religious and moral beliefs, relationship to the father, etc. 
These groups often recommended that advice be solicited from 
outside experts such as physicians, as well as parents and the 
baby's father. Some of their suggestions were: 

"Janet should consult a doctor first, check if safe to have a 
baby, talk to counselor, minister, and parents. Discuss 
situation with father of the baby. She should decide what her 
morals and values are. Why? Decision is very important 
-affects future conscience." 



''I would ask her what she thinks she ought to do. I think it 
depends on how emotionally mature she is. It would be 
emotionally traumatic to have a child when you are not 
ready for it. She should check out all the possibilities
the positive and negative points, weigh each possibility 
carefully.'' 
"Talk to parents, counselor, or minister and find out all the 
pros and cons to each decision." 
"What she feels is right is what she ought to do. Shouldn't 
listen to her friends. Since she's so young she should see 
someone to tell her the facts and give her some advice. 
Someone must have taken advantage of the situation.'' 

Adoption 
Despite the lack of overall group consensus, the adoption 

option received the most support from both the respondents and 
their parents. Forty-four percent of the respondents, and accord
ing to them, 46% of their parents would choose this. The most 
common explanation for this position was that they were against 
abortion on moral and religious grounds. Next most frequent 
was the idea that a 15 year old was not mature enough to handle 
the responsibility that raising a child entails. The other common 
themes were that there was a shortage of babies available for 
potential adoptive families and that adoption was the only fair 
alternative for the unborn child. 

''We think she should put it up for 
adoption because we think abortion is a 
cruel thing and heartless. We don't 
believe in it.'' 

"Have it and give it up for adoption. Reasons: religious 
beliefs, learn responsibilities, face reality." 
"We think she should put it up for adoption because we 
think abortion is a cruel thing and heartless. We don't 
believe in it.'' 
''We all think that Janet should put the baby up for adoption. 
Abortion is just taking the life of the child without that baby 
having a say. Many people may want a child who can't have 
one and would give it a good home." 
"Nobody suggests abortion, at 15 years old she should give 
it up for adoption. Too young to raise, too much responsibil
ity, can't finish school, best for the baby, baby has a chance 
for a two parent home with good income." 
''Adoption because most 15 year olds are not responsibile 
enough to take care of a child." 
''Adoption was the majority opinion for moral reasons, but 
some people felt that abortion was acceptable because of the 
psychological and physical strains.'' 
When asked about the reasons they thought their parents 

favored adoption, the responses were fairly similar: 
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"We all feel that our parents would say that Janet should put 
the child up for adoption. Our parents would feel that a 15 
year old girl is too immature to handle the responsibility of 
raising a child." 
"Our parents would probably say to have the baby and give 
it up for adoption or keep it. They are very against abortion 
and they figure if you're dumb enough to get pregnant you 
should have it.'' 
''Adoption-because most parents don't believe in abortion 
but they really don't want the responsibility of raising 
another child." 

Abortion 
Twenty-eight percent of the respondents, and according to 

their reports, 19% of their parents, favor abortion in this 
situation. Young people who supported this alternative empha
sized the benefits and consequences to the young woman, rather 
than the broader, more impersonal moral and social considera
tions cited by those favoring adoption. The most frequent 
justification was that a 15 year old was not sufficiently mature or 
responsible to raise a child. Another common theme was having 
a child at 15 years old essentially eliminated any hope for 
success, or even a decent life in the future. Others cited health 
reasons as their primary rationale, while a small number 
focused on the short-term consequences of a pregnancy, includ
ing the embarrassment for the young woman and her family and 
the possibility of missing a year of school: 

"We all thought that the abortion seemed like the best 
choice. Why? Because the long, hard physical and emo
tional suffering of pregnancy would be a difficult hardship 
on mind and body for a woman of 15." 
"Four out of 5 girls think she should have the abortion 
because of the girl's age, emotional capacity, and because of 
her physical change during this age. Meaning that the girl 
herself isn't done growing either, she isn't physically 
mature to have this baby. The other girl doesn't believe in 
abortion in this case because she feels it's morally wrong 
and some people should learn from their mistakes. She 
would have her give it up." 
"One group member feels that she should have the baby 
because she is a floozy. Majority feels that abortion is better 
because she can go back to living a normal life. She is only 
15 and she still has a long life ahead of her." 
"Have an abortion. She's too young to have a baby. 
Everyone will know, it would wreck her life. I'd drop out of 

''We all thought that the abortion 
seemed like the best choice. Why? Be
cause the long, hard physical and emo
tional suffering of pregnancy would be 
a difficult hardship on mind and body 
for a woman of 15.'' 



'·-we feel she should keep the baby 
because it is responsibility, and she 

regret in the future 0" 

school if1 had a baby, I'd be so embarrassed. Give it up for 
adoption. Abortion is murder." 

Interestingly, urban thought that their were 
more favorable toward abortion than they themselves were. 
While 10% of the urban youth polled preferred this option, they 
said that 19% of their parents would favor abortion. In suburban 
areas young people suppm~ced abortion twice as often as they 
thought their parents would. Rural youth and their parents were 
almost identical in their support, with approximately 10% of 
youth and adults opting for abortion. Young people thought that 
their parents would generally use similar reasoning for this 
position, but in addition suggested that social status and' 'peer'' 
pressure also influenced their parents: 

''It depends on the parents. If the parents are all caught up in 
the social scene it would be abortion.'' 

''Parents would support an abortion because it would relieve 
their problems.'' 

''They would say get an abortion. It's very embarrassing for 
parents." 

A third alternative offered the respondents was that of 
keeping the child. Some considered this the responsible thing to 
do, while others felt that either of the other alternatives might 
cause future remorse. Some thought that young people should 
learn from their mistakes. Approximately 15% of the respon
dents favored having the young woman keep her and their 
parents would suggest this alternative with the same frequency: 

''She should keep the baby. If she can't care for the child she 
should give it up for adoption, but if she is old enough to sleep 
with a guy she is old enough to take on the responsibility.'' 

"I don't think she should have an abortion because life is 
precious. It's not the baby's fault that Janet so 

should the for her faults. I also think it's 
irresponsible to give up for adoption." 

"We feel she should keep the because 1t 1s her 
responsibility, and she may regret it in the future." 

A few other alternatives emerged when respondents were 
asked to imagine what their parents would suggest. These 
included sending the young woman away to have the child, 
throwing her out of the house, having the parents care for the 
infant until the young woman was old enough to take on the 
responsibility, leaving the decision up to the young woman and 
supporting that decision, and finally, mmTying the father. Each 
of these responses received less than 5% of the respondents' 
votes. 

TAKII\JG THE ROllE OF PARENT AJ'I!D 
CHilD !N Jli.DOFTION 

Even though the Youth Poll respondents favored as 
the best alternative in the situation above, in reality it is not 
frequently chosen by teenage women. tend to their 
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babies for adoption at much lower rates than in the 
Currently, 5 to 10% of adolescent out-of-wedlock births end in 
adoption, while in 90% did 1980). There has 
been a substantial increase in social concern about this change 
toward girls keeping their child rather than placing it for 
adoption. In the few years, the federal government has 
developed programs and policies to encourage pregnant adoles
cents to consider adoption. We were interested in learning how 
young people feel about the whole issue of and 
thought such information might be helpful to policy makers and 
practitioners in understanding young people are so reluc-
tant to use the option. We asked respondents two 
questions--one to do with adoption from the point of 
view of the birth parent and the other from the vantage point of 
the adopted child. The first question was: "What do you think 
would happen if you were the real parent and the child you 
placed for came to see you?'' 

From the Birth Parent's Viewpofint 
The used two strategies for answering-some 

described their emotional reactions and some discussed what 
would do or say. Among those who gave their 
emotional response, they most frequently ,...".""''"''" 

shame, and 
though, they expressed ambivalence and ""''"'"'"u 
embarrassment and guilt might be combined ·with excitement 
and joy: 

''We'd all feel guilty and scared and not know what to say to 
the child. We'd also hope that better off." 

"We'd feel ashamed, but still be happy to see him and 
welcome him!'' 

"We would feel embarrassed, shocked, nervous, scared." 

"Oooh! You'd be happy to see it, but embaiTassed at your 
inadequacy as a mother or father. You might feel inadequate 
but you may not have been able to care for it in the first , 

"First drop dead. Deny it because I felt 

"I would flip out. uncomfortable, Meeting 
you don't know who's related. A mixture of guilt and 
excitement.'' 

The next most frequent reaction would be fol-
lowed by and and anger: 

"Oh. I'd feel kind of just seeing that the kid cared 
enough to come and find you and knovv that I just threw the 
kid away.'' 

"I would freak out to the max. I would be surprised, ! 
wouldn't know what to say to the child." 

that the 
find 
kid 

kind low, just seeing 
cared enough come and 

and know I just 
' ' 



''Cry, freak out, feel really shocked. I'd say I'm on my way 
to work, don't have time. A VOID." 
"I'd bum out. I'd cry." 
"We would feel as if our life was being invaded. We 
probably have a life of our owh and this child could cause 
difficulties. ' ' 
"Excited, happy, would want to see it." 
Among those who described what action they would take 

upon seeing their child, the most frequent response was that they 
would explain why they made the adoption plan. The other 
common theme was that they would attempt to develop a 
relationship with their child: 

"Some of us feel that the situation would be very painful at 
first but then we believe that a relationship could form." 
''Try to explain nicely why I gave her up. I'd feel guilty and 
need to explain the situation." 
"I'd try to make him or her understand that I still cared 
dearly for him and gave him up for his sake. I hope to make 
my child feel less resentment toward me for giving him up.'' 
"We feel we would like to attempt to make the child feel 
comfortable and open around us so that if they ever had 
problems they could come to us, but do not expect them to 
forget all and want us for parents again." 

From the Adopted Child's Viewpoint 
In general, the respondents thought the birth parent would 

feel guilt, pain, and inadequacy upon meeting the childs/he had 
conceived and borne. At best, some predicted that they would 
feel ambivalence about seeing their child-they imagined the 
scene would be characterized by shame and excitement. To 
understand how young people view the whole issue of adoption, 
we asked how they thought a child would react to learning that 
s/he was adopted. 

The respondents thought that the child would most likely 
feel rejected and unloved. Almost as frequently stated was the 
assertion that the child would be angry and resentful against the 
birth parents: 

''The child would feel hurt because he would feel un
wanted." 
''The child would probably feel rejected and wonder who its 
real parents were and why they gave him up. The child 
would have a sense of unbelonging. The child would 
probably fantasize about his real family, thinking how much 
better it might have been if he hadn't been given up for 
adoption." 
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"Angry, hurt, unwanted, unloved and he would want to 
know why he was given up for adoption.'' 
"We all think that the child would hate his real parents for 
giving him up." 
''Possibly hostile, confused, not wanted, lonely, want to 
know reasons and situations behind it.'' 

''Angry, hurt, unwanted, unloved and 
he would want to know why he was 
given up for adoption.'' 

Some suggested that the child would be curio~s about his 
real parents and circumstances of his birth, but curiosity was a 
rarer commodity than were anger and feelings of rejection. 
There was one other hopeful and optimistic note. About 10% of 
the respondents thought that the child would eventually come to 
accept his adoption as the best option: 

''We think they would be glad because if our real parents did 
not want us, they are at least giving us a chance for life." 
"Depends on how old when he found out. Accept it because 
there was probably a good reason and life he has now is 
probably better than what he would have had.'' 
"He would probably wonder why the adoption took place, 
but he should not have hate feelings toward his real parents. 
He is now living somewhere that he knows he is wanted and 
should appreciate this. ' ' 
The contrast between the responses to the hypothetical 

dilemma of a pregnant 15 year old above and their reactions to 
what it would feel like to be the birth parent or adopted child are 
dramatic. In the case of Janet's unwanted pregnancy, they were 
able to enumerate the factors that ought to be considered and to 
reach a conclusion based on a rational analysis. Most often, the 
conclusion was that adoption was the best option for all 
concerned-the mother, the father, and the unborn ·child. 
However, when the actual experience of adoption was discussed 
and they attempted to put themselves in the place of the key 
actors, then powerful emotions such as pain, guilt, rejection, 
and shame were the dominant themes. It's possible that there is 
greater guilt and pain for a teenager today in placing a baby for 
adoption than there is in choosing to raise the child. 
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''Society rnakes the mother feel guilty 
and makes her feel selfish if she gives it 
up. ' ' 

In recent years, there has been a sharp increase in social 
concern about adolescent parenthood. This surge of interest 
stems in part from the large proportion of teenage women who 
choose to parent their child. We asked our respondents a series 
of questions about the increasing phenomenon of teenage 
parenthood, including their perceptions about such a 
substantial proportion keep their child and the consequences for 
a child being raised by a teenage parent. 

INCREASING PHENOMENON OF TEEN PARENTHOOD 
The participants first were asked to speculate on what might 

account for the drastic change over the past decade through the 
following question: ''Ten years ago most girls gave up their 
babies for adoption. Now most keep their baby. Why do you 
think this change occurred?'' Three major explanations were 
offered in the following order of frequency: 1) teenage paren
thood has become more socially acceptable; 2) teenage females 
are more mature and responsible today than a decade ago; and 3) 
more support and services are available to the teenage mother. 

The most frequent response was that the larger community 
has developed a more accepting attitude toward the teenage 
mother. A number of factors were cited as contributing to this 
more relaxed viewpoint, including the increased number of 
single-parent families and the women's movement. Some 
spelled out how changes in societal attitudes have had an effect 
on the personal values and morals of young women, making it 
possible for them to make a decision to parent their child without 
feeling or shame. In fact, a few said that the situation is 
now reversed and girls are made to feel guilty if they choose not 
to parent: 

''Society has come to accept the idea of teenage mothers 
with kids. It doesn't approve of it, but she won't have as 
difficult a time as girls had ten years ago.'' 
"Society makes the mother feel guilty and makes her feel 
selfish if she gives it up." 
''Unwed girls with babies are not looked down upon by 
society as much as they were ten years ago. They now have 
better chances of getting employment because of this." 
''Acceptance of society-more single families because of 
divorce, not uncommon to see a one-parent home." 
"Back then family locked you in a room for nine months, 
but now don't care." 



The respondents also cited a growing maturity and sense of 
responsibility among young women over the past decade as a 
second explanation for why more young women keep their 
child. They suggested both the women's movement, which 
helped young women become aware of their capabilities, and a 
trend toward young people "growing up faster" as key factors: 

"I believe that girls today feel they are much more inde
pendent.'' 
"Girls are more responsible today. We think it is more 
responsible to keep your baby, giving up baby is saying 'I 
quit' and having others say 'she gave it up.' We think people 
now can handle this responsibility.'' 
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''Girls are more responsible today. We 
think it is more responsible to keep your 
baby, giving up baby is saying 'I quit' 
and having others say 'she gave it up.' 
We think people now can handle this 
responsibility.'' 



"Years ago girls felt adoption was the right thing to do 
because back then the girls were more dependent on others 
and nowadays with 'women's lib' girls feel they are more 
dependent on themselves, so they are able to raise their own 
child.'' 

The other major change cited by the respondents was that 
services and were more easily available to the teenage 
mother of than in the decade. The support available 
includes help from the girl's employment opportunities, 
daycare for the infant, and support from friends: 

''Their parents and friends help them out more these 
They can go to school if there is a daycare.'' 
''They now have better chances of getting employment 
because they are not looked down upon." 
''Girls have more of a chance, have better 
opportunities. Welfare is easier to get on, they can finish 
their education, their friends help.'' 
"More social programs to get them through." 

HiE CHilDREN OF TEEI\JAGE MOTHERS 
Do young people themselves think that teenagers can 

adequately parent children? Given the rates of teenage 
women who do decide to raise their children, one might 
hypothesize that there is a general belief among adolescents that 
persons their age are capable of effectively taking on such 
responsibilites. We explored this hypothesis through the follow
ing question: "Many single teenage are raising children. 
How do you think these children will grow up and why?" 

The majority of respondents did not think that teenage 
mothers would be able to provide for and raise their children in 

healthy ways. said that the chil-
dren would probably tum out badly, with a of personal 
and psychological problems, while only ll% thought 
would grow up to be competent human beings. The remaining 
30% of respondents argued that the outcome would depend on a 
variety of factors such as the level of (financial and 
personal) for the young mother and her own capabilities. 

Poor Outcomes 
The majority of Youth Poll participants predicted that the 

child of a single, teenage mother was likely to be disturbed, 
poor, delinquent, homosexual, abused, and neglected. Most 
frequently, neglect and delinquency were thought to stem from 
the fact that the child was in a single parent family rather than it 
being a teenage-led household. There was a strong sentiment 
that without the love, guidance, protection, and support of a 
father, the child would encounter a variety of problems: 

''A child needs two parents.'' 
"Many will be neglected and deprived and will miss out on 
an important aspect of growing up because don't have a 
father figure.'' 
"Little boys will be without a father figure. The kids will 
feel embarrassed in school when it comes to parent-teacher 
conferences and other parent-school functions with just a 
mother.'' 
"It will change their outcome without a father but it won't 
change the fact that their need for a father can turn a into 
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''Many will be neglected and deprived 
and will miss out on an important 
of growing because they don't have a 
father figure.'' 

a ' Also may be uncontrollable because of no father 
figure to punish him/her when they are bad." 

The next most frequent response was that a teenager would 
not be able to provide adequate and control and this 
would lead to the child's delinquent behavior. Here the problem 
was conceptualized as the immaturity and inadequacy of the 
young not merely that a father was not present. 

''There are just too many pressures for a single girl to 
handle. She won't be able to control the kid." 

will grow corrupted because teenage girls don't 
set any their children." 
''Like little brats, most to be trouble-makers and have 
the same thing happen to them.'' 
"They will grow up uncontrolled. Teenage mothers are 
more lenient and their kids would probably get in trouble.'' 
"Teenagers haven't lived, don't know about life. Girls who 

pregnant don't know whafs going on a lot of time, so 
child will be wild and become a delinquenL'' 

The next most common response was that the child and 
mother would live in poverty. Not only would the child suffer 
from not having an adequate physical and material environ
ment, but some also argued that the mother's poor economic 
circumstances would mean that she'd have to work long hours 
and deprive her child of needed attention and affection: 

''These children would not grow up in a very good environ
ment. The mother will probably have to work to support her 
child and might not be with the child much. Even if the 
mother works, she probably won't make enough money to 
support her child. She might be tired when she comes home 
from work and not give the baby enough love or attention.'' 
"Poverty. affection, basic necessities of 
life." 
''Some children will suffer because of lack of attention, 
proper housing, clothes and food.'' 
Though not as frequent as the other themes of poverty and 

delinquency, some respondents thought the child might be 
physically abused his young mother. Again, immaturity and 
the inability to handle the stress and pressure of being a mother 
were thought to be the causes: 

''Immature teenage mothers have a high risk of child abuse. 
They just can't stand up to the pressure." 
"Because the young teenagers aren't well educated or 
emotionally mature, they could physically abuse their 
child.'' 

Posi~ive OuJtcomes 
For the 11% who thought that a teenage mother could raise 

her child successfully, their explanations included the following 



ideas. First, these mothers would have children who were more 
independent, strong, and self-sufficient because of the adversi
ties they themselves had to overcome. In others 
suggested that these children would receive more love from a 
mother who had to struggle to raise her child. Others said that 
the child would grow up like any other child and the fact that the 
mother was young would not be a crucial factor: 

''I think the child would lead a normal life-there are a lot of 
kids in the world who don't have fathers." 
"They grow up more loved, they grow up more aware of 
how things are." 
"It can give the child a greater and more open mind, when 
raised by a mother who would be less prejudiced because of 
what she went through." 
"Usually, they grow up more independent and more self
sufficient.'' 

''It can give the a greater and 
more open mind, when raised a 
mother who would be less prejudiced 
because of what she went through. y' 
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Uncertain Outcomes 
Finally, 30% of the Youth Poll participants said that it's not 

possible to predict the outcomes because they depend on a 
variety of factors. The factor was thought to be the personal 
qualities the teenage mother-her strength, flexibility, ma
turity, and ambition. A close second was her capacity to garner 
economic resources-from her the child's father, or a 
decent job: 

''Depends on their standard of living, if the mother still runs 
around or if she acts like a real parent." 
''The treatment of the children will depend a great deal on 
how mature the mother is. How much pressure she can stand 
up to. Some will grow up fast because of this. If she can't, 
the child will suffer.'' 
''Depends on girl and economic means. Father participation 
is unless woman is strong enough.'' 
"Depends on how strong the mother is. lf she's able to be 
mother and father. lf she was brought up right herself and 
knows how to take care of a baby. It really on the 
kind of home and atmosphere in which the mother grew 
up.'' 
"H the family support her, she will have a beHer 
chance and so will the child." 



WHY GiRlS CHOOSE TO PARENT 

The respondents held few illusions about teenage 
hood. They thought that the odds were against the young single 
mother raising healthy, well-adjusted children. They predicted 
that many of these girls and their children would live in poverty. 
their children would be neglected and even abused, and might 
end up as delinquents. Yet, the rate of adolescent parenthood 
continues to rise. We wondered how the Youth Poll participants 
might interpret this seeming contradiction. We asked: "Given 
the many difficulties that young women face as single parents 
like not having enough money, having to drop out of school, 
having to give up their freedom, why do you think that so many 
still choose to keep their babies?" 

''Because its their own baby and it's 
someone to and receive love back. 
They baby out of love so of 
course they to keep it.'' 

The most frequent response was that the maternal instinct 
and physical and emotional attachment to the infant was far 
stronger than any of the more practical and mundane problems. 
Some described how the infant was "a part of them" or 



''Because of the sense of obligation they 
feeL They think it's their and 
they should for it,'' 

''something created'' and this connection was 
impossible to sever. Others that the Jove for a child 
overshadowed all other considerations: 

"It's a part of them, it's a life." 

''Many grow the nine months to love their child and 
get a strong that the is theirs." 

"The feel attached to the child because they've 
birth to it." 
"Because it's their ovm baby and it's someone to love and 
receive love back. They created a baby out of love so of 
course want to it.'' 

"it's part of it's from them, created it. None of 
the other are important." 

Next most frequent was the theme of i.e., 
that the young woman felt that she must accept the conse
quences of her actions. To some, taking on such a major 

was also a of their maturity and adulthood. 
Some of the respondents seemed to admire those young women 
who such a while others viewed 
them as misguided and willful: 

''Because of the sense of vu.""'"''v think 
it's their mistake and they should pay it." 
"They want to take responsibility for their own actions. 
Stubbornness and extension of your own ego." 

"I think that the keeps the child so she can 
feel like a parent. She wants the of a parent.'' 

feel !ike have to pay the consequences. are 
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ignorant. They feel they have the responsibility. But they 
are naive about raising children and the expense and 
responsibility it requires.'' 

think it's cool and grown up to take on the responsi
bility of being a mother." 

''They may want to prove that they can succeed on their 
own." 

The third most frequent idea was that the young mother 
wanted someone to and more importantly, someone who 
loves them. Some described this as a quest for security, a person 
who would never leave them and who would remain faithful in 
their devotion. The infant was thought to this need: 

"Desire to hold onto and to have somebody who needs 
you.'' 

"To have 
loved.'' 

to love, some of the girls don't feel 

"lt them a sense of security that so many girls don't 
have. may also want something to love that will 
also iove them. They don't realize that the child will not be a 
cute little dependent forever." 

and need someone, something to love. If they 
don't a good relationship with their parents, might 
want to have to be close to.'' 

Two other themes appeared less frequently, each offered by 
about 10% of the respondents. They were that some girls kept 
their babies because of their moral and beliefs and that 
parenting their child was better than giving it up to a stranger 
and an uncertain 

don't want anybody else raising their child because 
they don't know what kind of a person it would be." 

"They really think about and feel that they would be giving 
so much. They're afraid to take a chance on someone else 

their child.'' 

"They don't like the thought of someone else raising their 
child and they would feel guilty if they aborted it." 

''They feel it is morally wrong to give up their children. 
Religious beliefs keep some from having abortions." 



SUMMARY AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
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MAJOR FINDINGS 
1. These findings are based on the opinions of 650 Minne

sota high school students in 128 discussion groups from inner 
city, urban, suburban, and rural schools and youth agencies. 
Twice as many young women as young men participated in the 
poll. 

Determinants of Adolescent Pregnancy 
2. The respondents overwhelmingly disagreed with the 

argument of the political and religious right that sex education is 
a contributing factor to adolescent pregnancy. They asserted 
that it had the opposite effect in that it reduces the risks of 
unwanted pregnancy. They thought sex education courses in 
schools could be improved if they provided more information 
about contraception, about relationships and love, about the 
morality and value considerations of being sexually active, and 
if this information was offered at younger ages. 

3. Nearly 90% said that teenagers did have adequate 
information about contraception, but that a variety of other 
factors accounted for the high rates of pregnancy. The leading 
explanation was that teens were embarrassed to discuss it with 
their partner, to buy birth control devices, or to go to a 
physician. Other factors were the lack of access to birth control, 
the fact that some adolescents were careless and most sexual 
activity is unplanned, and the "it won't happen to me" attitude. 

4. Respondents were slightly more likely to assert that 
AFDC does not provide an incentive for teenagers to become 
pregnant, with a majority of rural and urban youth taking this 
position. A majority of suburban respondents thought welfare 
benefits did encourage young girls to become pregnant. 

Parental Notification 
5. More than 75% were opposed to the rule that parents be 

informed if their teenage daughter has received birth control. 
Their reasons for opposing it included: the pregnancy and 
abortion rate would rise, it violated the rights of young people to 
privacy, it would create more family conflict, and that it 
discriminated against women. Of the 15% who supported it, 
they argued that parents had a right and responsibility to know 
about their daughter's sexual behavior and the wisdom and 
support of parents were helping in coping with their sexuality. 



6. The majority (60%) thought that parental notification 
about birth control would not lead to more family discussions, 
but would increase tensions and conflicts. Approximately 20% 
thought that the rule could lead to more open communication 
about sexuality. The rest were ambivalent about the outcome 
and argued that it was likely to have different consequences in 
different kinds of family, e.g., the results v10uld be positive in 
families where communication was already open and negative 
where relationships were already characterized by a lack of 
trust. 

7. The majority (73%) were aware of the existence of a 
parental notification law on abortion. Seventy-five percent 
thought that its overall consequences would be negative, in that 
it would lead to an increase in illegal or self-abortions and more 
unwanted babies. Those who thought the law would have 
positive effects argued that it would reduce teenage abmtions, 
and that decision-making about sex and birth control would 
improve. 

Altemati.ves in Un.phmned Pregnancies 
8. Seventy-five percent said that both the male and female 

involved in an unplanned pregnancy are equally 
and that contraceptive use is not the sole 
young woman. 

Approximately 50% thought the decision about how to 
handle an unwanted pregnancy should be a joint decision 
between the male and female. About one-fifth it was the 
mother's decision since it affects her and life most 
directly, while another one-fifth thought that the father had the 
right to make the final decision if he was willing to take care of 
the child. 

9. A situation was presented in which a IS year-old, who 
was two months pregnant, was to decide what to do. The 
respondents were asked to their assessment and also what 
they thought their parents would advise. Generally, the young 
people's responses were similar to those believed their 
parents would offer. The clearest message was that the students 
had great difficulty in responding, with 65% of the 
groups not able to reach any consensus. However, one 
did appear more frequently with 46% They 
did so because they were opposed to abortion on moral and 
religious grounds and did not think a l5 year-old could handle 
parenthood. Twenty-eight percent chose abmtion and empha
sized the benefits and consequences for the young women, 
rather than the moral implications cited by those 
adoption. They thought that their parents would be somewhat 
less likely to choose abortion and suggested that their 
might also be influenced by such considerations as ' 
the neighbors think.'' 

10. Respondents were asked about adoption from the 
perspective of the birth parent and the adopted child. The 
majority thought would feel great embarrassment, 
shame, inadequacy, and discomfort if, as the birth parent, 
met the child had placed for adoption. A child, upon 
learning s/he was adopted was thought to feel rejected and 
unloved, and angry and resentful against the birth parents. 
There was an implication that there is greater guilt and pain for a 
teenager today in placing a baby for adoption than there is in 
choosing to raise the child. 
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Teenage Parenthood 
11. Today, approximately 90% of adolescents who give 

birth keep their infant. A decade ago, the situation was almost 
with nearly that percentage making adoption plans. 

The students said that this change has occurred because: a) 
teenage parenthood has become more socially acceptable, b) 
teenage females are more mature and responsible today, and c) 
more support and services are available. 

12. The majority did not think that mothers would 
be able to for and raise their child in positive, healthy 
ways. The participants a variety of personal and 
psychological problems, such as delinquency, neglect, and 
abuse, primarily stemming from there not being a father in the 
home. II% thought the child would turn out well. The rest 
said it was not possible to predict the outcome and that it would 

on the personal qualities of the teenage mother and her 
economic resources. 

13. Despite the many difficulties young women face as 
single parents, many still choose to keep their babies. The 
respondents said that the reasons for this decision were: a) the 

and emotional bond that a mother has toward her child, 
b) the sense of responsibility she had toward accepting the 
consequences of her and c) the desire to have someone 
to love and who loved heL 

CONClUSiONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

the discussions was that teenag
ers highly conflicting messages about 
sex. The messages range from silence about moral and value 
considerations from the to "don't do it" from parents, 
to "communicate with your parents" from the govern-
ment, to ''being sexual'' is and sophisticated from 
the to ' it" from peers. The same 
kinds messages extend to teenage parenthood, with 
the respondents holding such discordant views as ''society now 
has a more attitude toward teenage mothers but their 
lives and their children's lives are doomed to failure"; or 
''teenage mothers are and economically unable 
to care for their children but it's more responsible for 

l>A·'"'I"."' to raise the child.'' the resolution of these 
and values and ideas is left to the individual 

adolescent who believes that ''sexual behavior is something you 
have to decide by " It's not that many are 
unable to make wise decisions. Clearly, need help 
and from each other and from adults in making sense 
of this complex puzzle about adolescent 

Another related theme was that despite the so-called sexual 
revolution in American many adolescents remain 

embarrassed and guilty about sexuality. For 
example, the barrier to use was not lack of 
knowledge but the embarrassment about discussing it with their 

and about birth control in drugstores or from 
. The were much opposed to 

notification about abortion and control because 
they were ashamed and embarrassed to discuss these issues with 
their parents. It appears that the new openness and tolerance 
about adolescent is at a superficial level. By believing 
that are and somewhat jaded about 

educators and youthworkers may unwitting
ly be contributing to teenagers' confusion and distress. 



teenagers need help, guidance and support in understanding 
their attitudes and values about sexuality. 

A third related theme was that youth view sexuality as a very 
private part of their lives. Many rejected the idea that parents 
had a right to know about their child's sexual activity. They 
often opposed the parental notification laws on the grounds that 
it violated their privacy. In response to the dilemmas about 
teenage pregnancy, they almost never suggested that parents, 
counselors, or other helping persons be involved in resolving 
the problem. This quest for privacy and confidentiality may 
stem from their confusion and discomfort with sexuality as 
described above. H does suggest though, that legislating open 
dialogue between children and their parents, as the parental 
notification laws and rules do, seems unlikely to produce the 
desired results given the strong opposition youth have toward 
what they regard as a violation of their privacy. The hard task of 
initiating productive interchange between adults and youth 
about intimate relationships is so important that it should not be 
jeopardized by laws and rules that may make it more difficult. 
What is most urgently needed is a dialogue between adults and 
youth that helps both to deal with the subject of sexuality in 
keeping with the changed life conditions ofthe 1980's. Perhaps 
together we can develop common values that fit the conditions 
of contemporary 
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Appendix A 

Cover Page 

We would like some information about the members of your discussion groupo 
Number of students in each 9th __ l0th__llth __ l2th __ 

Number of females __ 
Number of males __ 

Name of your school or 
How many of you have had a sex education course? ____________________ _ 

Instmdions fmr J:he rrecon:ller 

The is most important. Without clear, accurate and notes of the group discussion it 
is hard to use what you have done. What your group thinks is very important to us. Unless your writing is clear 
and the record is as as we will not have a good of your opinions. 

The recorder's job is to write down as much as possible of what is being said during the group discussion. 
Don't decide what would be for us to know about-tell us as much as you can about what people 
said--even are important to write down. 

read this to your ~proup) 

It is to remember that in order for your ideas and to be we must be able to read 
about and understand what was said during the discussions. 

of the group members will be to talk to us through the comments that the recorder writes down. Try 
to make it easy for the recorder to write down your comments by and But that does not 
mean that your ideas need to be well thought out or carefully that would Also you don't 
have to agree with each other. ln we are just as interested in Lm.'a"',"'""'~"'""c0 

You can start the discussion now by the first question on the next page. 

Page 1 
1) Janet is a I :5 year old, who is two months pregnant and can't decide what to do. Some friends think the 

thing is to have an abortion while others say the right is to the for adoption" What do you 
think she to do and why? 

2) What do you think your parents would say that Janet l) should do and 
3) Paula and Rick are 18 and have been going together for a year. Paula told Rick she was using birth 

control pills. However, she got Rick that Paula was lying about being on the 
and was to What responsibility do you think Rick has for this pregnancy and why? 
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Page 2 
1) What do you think would happen if you were the real parent and the child you placed for came to 

see you? 

2) Laura had an unwanted pregnancy and the child was adopted. How do you think the child would feel 
toward the real vvhen he found out that he was 

3) Sara, a 17 student is pregnant. She wants to place the for au'Yf.'l<VH 

but her is very to this. Who should decide and 

Page 3 
1) Some think that the 'Welfare program (AFDC) encourages young 

can get money to their child. Do you agree or 
women io have babies since 

with this idea and 

2) Some think that sex education classes in school are a cause of the rising rate of teenage pregnancies. 
What do you think about this and 

3) Many people think that get pregnant because don't know about bi1ih control. Others say 
do have enough information but don't use this knowledge. What do you think has caused the increased 

rate of 

Page 4 
0 What can be done to prevent unwanted teenage pregnancies? 

2) The new state law in Minnesota requires parents to be informed if their if she is under 18 years of 
age, wants an abortion. How many people in your group know about this law? What do you think that the 
consequences of this new law will be? 

3) A new law has been in the U. S. which would require parents to be informed by the 
doctor or clinic that their teenage has received birth control (the pill, IUD or What do 
you think of this law and 

4) Do you think that this nrrmo•oPrl Question 3) will lead to better family discussion about this issue? 
or not? 

Page 5 
1) Many teenage girls are raising children. How do you think these children will grow up and 

2) Given the many difficulties that young women face as single like not enough money, to drop 
out of school, having to up their freedom, do you think that so many still choose to keep their 
babies? 

Page 6 
1) What are the differences between 

baby? 
who decide to have an abortion and those who decide to keep their 

2) Ten years ago, most girls gave up their babies for adoption. Now most keep their 
this change occurred? 
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Why do you think 




